
Mathematis 131 { Calulus for Physial and Life SienesDisussion 3 { OptimizationNovember 9, 2004BakgroundYesterday in lass we disussed ritial points of a funtion f (x = p in the domain off where either f 0(p) = 0 or f 0(p) does not exist). We also introdued the First DerivativeTest for deiding whether a ritial point is a loal maximum, a loal minimum, or neither.The information from the seond derivative an also be used to deide this question.Seond Derivative Test: If f 0(p) = 0 and f 0 is ontinuous at p, then� f 00(p) > 0 implies the graph y = f(x) must be onave up at p, so p is a loal minimum,� f 00(p) < 0 implies the graph y = f(x) must be onave down at p, so p is a loalmaximum,� f 00(p) = 0 implies the test is inonlusive (f ould have a loal maximum, a loalminimum, or neither at p.\Optimization" refers to the problem of �nding the maximum and/or minimum value ofa funtion on some interval. For \losed" intervals [a; b℄, it is a theorem from analysisthat ontinuous funtions attain their maximum and minimum values at some point inthe interval, possibly at one of the endpoints. To �nd the maximum and minimum values,we an �nd all ritial points, test them using the First or Seond Derivative Tests, thenompare the funtion values at the ritial points with the values f(a) and f(b), seletingthe largest and smallest f -values. You will do this in questions B, C below.Note: No graphing alulators on this one!Disussion QuestionsA) (The \inonlusive" ase of the Seond Derivative Test.) Give three examples of fun-tions f(x) with ritial points at x = 0 for whih f 0(0) = 0 and f 00(0) = 0. In your �rstexample, make f have a loal maximum at x = 0, in your seond example, make f havea loal minimum at x = 0. In your �nal example, make f have neither a maximum nor aminimum at x = 0.B) Consider the funtion f(x) = x2x2 � 11) Compute f 0(x) and determine the sign diagram for f 0(x). (Careful: The graph y =f(x) has vertial asymptotes; that means f 0(x) will also be unde�ned at some points.You will need to take those into aount too.)2) Compute f 00(x) and determine the sign diagram for f 00(x). If we require inetionpoints to be points where f and f 0 are ontinuous, does this funtion have any ine-tion points? Why or why not? 1



3) Using the information from parts 1 and 2, sketh the graph y = f(x).4) Suppose we wanted to determine the maximum and minimum values of f(x) on theinterval [�1=2; 1=3℄. Here is one proess we ould follow:a) First �nd all ritial points in the interval. What are they here?b) Compute f(p) for any ritial points p and ompare with f(�1=2) and f(1=3).) The largest number you �nd will be the maximum on the interval. What is ithere?d) The smallest number you �nd will be the minimum on the interval. What is ithere? Is the minimum on [�1=2; 1=3℄ a loal minimum for f? Why or why not?5) Repeat part 4 with the same f(x) but the interval [3=2; 4℄. Find the maximum andminimum values of f on that interval.C) An eletri urrent I in amperes is given as a funtion of t byI(t) = os(wt) +p3 sin(wt)where w is a onstant (the frequeny).1) With w = �=2, �nd the maximum and minimum values of I for t in the interval [0; 2℄.Follow the proess outlined in B 4 above.2) Letting w be arbitrary now, what are the maximum and minimum values overall of I(that is taking all t into aount)? Do your maximum and minimum values dependon w? Do the ts where the maximum and minimum I values are attained depend onw? (These are sometimes alled the global maximum and minimum values.)AssignmentGroup writeups due in lass on Monday, November 15.
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